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The Breaking Point: M/M Mpreg
Alpha Male Romance

Vinny and Lance have the show business bug.Vinny's an Italian kid from Ohio coming to Chicago to
try to make it as a singer. Lance is a Jewish kid from all over the place, hanging out at improv shows
and open mic nights. They meet and find an instant attraction, and team up that very night: partners
on and off stage.The ups and downs and hardships of a life in the spotlight are one thing, but Lance
has a condition that he thought was just a family joke, some legend passed down just to goof with
kids: his dad is the third son of a third son, and it turns out Lance is too, and with that comes the
strange ability to get pregnant. Lance thinks it's a joke right up until he realizes it's true, and has to
tell Vinny what's happened.That's one more crazy thing thrown at the pair in the pursuit of fame,
and the only question is: will the love they have for each other keep them together, or tear them
apart?This is a non-shifter male pregnancy gay romance book. This book contains sexually explicit
content not suited for those under the age of 18. The book is approximately 50,000 words, has a
happy ending and does not end in a cliffhanger. The book does include a bonus chapter for insider's
club members. However the bonus chapter is not required to finish the book.
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I have some mixed feelings about this latest release of Aiden Bates. Of course I loved the topic but I

had some issues with the characters and the way the story was told. Vinny, the alpha of the story, I
could barely tolerate. He has this wonderful talent but he's a complete jerk, easily manipulated, has
little to no common sense and not to mention fickle. He meets this great guy, Lance the omega, and
immediately treats him like he's some clueless child but of some good use. In my opinion, Lance is
the hero and should be the alpha of this story. He changes his way of life to make sure things are
safe for his family. He swallows a ton of crap and he's set aside by the person who claims to love
him. The chemistry between the two seemed forced and pretty much one-sided. Vinny showed
more heat and passion when talking about other people.Now for the plot, the history of Lance's
family is more than a little vague so I was left with how and why after completing the story. This lack
of information does not help make the story realistic or make much sense. Considering the Mpreg
genre, a more solid history makes the story real. Considering the amount of Mpreg books written by
Aiden, I hate to admit but I am a little disappointed with this one.**I received a free advance reader
copy of this book in exchange for an honest & unbiased review.**

I was disappointed with this book. I love reading Aiden Bates normally but I just didnâ€™t get this
one. Lance and Vinnie didnâ€™t appeal to me as characters. The writing style seemed different to
normal and I usually love the way Aidens books are written. This was a good story, but it was told in
a very wordy way. Lance is from a travelling performance family and had always lived life on the
move. Vinnie comes from a small town where â€˜gayâ€™ is not openly tolerated. Both find
themselves away from home and looking for their futures. When they meet they instantly click both
personally and as an entertainment duo but Vinnie wonâ€™t come out of the closet. Lance is OK
with it until the tales heâ€™s been told about the third son of a third son being able to conceive a
child come true for them. Vinnies career is about to take off and Lance finds himself back with his
parents for the pregnancy believing Vinnie has forgotten him. Vinnie loves being in the limelight but
he does miss Lance. The story of how their careers and personal lives progress is good, if a bit
confusing, but the interaction between them just didnâ€™t capture my imagination, apart from the
sex which as usual is hot. Note, I received a free advance reader copy of this book in exchange for
an honest & unbiased review.

Vinny is a man from a small in town in Ohio, who moves to Chicago to make it big as a singer.
Lance is a sweet kid from every where and is looking to be big in comedy and improv. They start a
partnership both on and off stage the first night they meet and it goes from there. They each have a
lot to learn about themselves and each other, but on top of the trial and tribulations that come along

with trying to make it big and being broke they have a little surprise that shows up. I give this book
three stars because while its not the best that Aiden has written it was still an ok read. I don't like
how it was written at such a clipped pace because it leaves out what helps you imagine the
characters and get to know them, like how they look, what happens in their past to make them who
they are now, and why their as so passionate about their talents. I also just really couldn't into Vinny
like I have Aiden's other alpha characters, I also just didn't care for how it was written, it was like he
couldn't decide what person he wanted to write in or maybe the character's were a little scattered
brained when thinking on past and recent events."I received a free advance reader copy of this
book in exchange for a honest and unbiased review."

The book blurb explains the story better than I
can..*****************************************************************************************I like the subject
matter of non shifter m/preg which is a different twist on the genre out there. We have Vinny and
Lance: each wanting to make it big. Vinnie as a singer and Lance, a comedian. They meet and it
takes off from there. The story line seemed so interesting and i really wanted to like it but I did not.
And the reason why? It was the way the book was written. I could not get past the way it was
written.I disliked the short sentences and the fact it felt like I was being told what was happening
rather than living and breathing their actions. I actually thought this was written by someone else.
This had a promising start for me but it fell flat. Not one of the best books I have read by
Aiden***************************I received a free advance reader copy of this book in exchange for an
honest & unbiased review.

This book is written in a very interesting and somewhat disjointed manner. The best way to describe
it, especially Vinny's first chapter, is like reading comic book panels; each panel being a scene of
the past. It made it very confusing for me to adjust to the pacing of the story, as the timeline wasn't
really easy to see at first. Perhaps I missed it, but I don't know if Vinny was trying to make it big for
10 years or only for a few months. I don't recall it being specifically stated.The lack of condoms was
a large issue with me. I think I've just read too many gay romances where they are sensitive
towards STDs and such, so I just kinda itch when they are left out. That's a minor issue, though.I
swear I felt as detached as Vinny seemed to be throughout the book. I guess it's odd, but the whole
book had a dreamlike, barely in reality feel to it. I really liked Lance, but wondered what about Vinny
he was specifically attracted to at the end. I wonder if their relationship could hold strong in the long
term as Lance grew older.Vinny irritated me. For all he left his tiny town to avoid being a drunkard

telling tales in the local bar, he seemed to still be a drunkard. His period of experimentation of drugs
is normal, but it made me feel disappointed in Vinny in general. For all he is 9 years older than
Lance, he honestly acts like the younger of the pair.It's not a terrible book, by any means, though
there were some grammatical and spelling errors that were annoying, but they were most in the last
couple of chapters. This writing style seems to be experimental from what little I've read from Aiden
Bates. It's not going to be for everyone. I wasn't endeared to it, but I wouldn't warn anyone away
from the story.I received a free advance reader copy of this book in exchange for an honest &
unbiased review
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